
 
 

Donor Stewardship Advisor 
(Full-time position) 

 

THE CALGARY FOUNDATION 

Founded by a group of active citizens in 1955 as a community foundation, The Calgary Foundation (TCF) 

is a“360 degree grantmaker” supporting charities in all parts of the charitable sector. Serving Calgary 

and area, TCF makes grants to promote a healthy, vibrant, and diverse community by engaging citizens 

in community building at all levels, strengthening the charitable sector to accomplish its work 

effectively, and nurturing a giving and caring community that values collaboration and learning. 

THE OPPORTUNITY 
 
The Calgary Foundation (TCF) is seeking a full-time Donor Stewardship Advisor to support donor 

grantmaking relationships after the establishment of Donor Advised and Designated Funds. Working 

closely with the Manager, Donor Stewardship, this role helps to create and implement stewardship 

strategies that align the Foundation’s granting priorities and the philanthropic interests of donors. 

Significant emphasis is on providing knowledgeable guidance and support around community needs, 

grantmaking and Fund activity to existing donors, and often their multi-generational Fund successors, 

who have straightforward Fund structures and granting interests. Support is also provided to the 

Manager, Donor Stewardship, in assisting with the stewardship of more complex Funds.   

Other key responsibilities include: working with team members to ensure timely and efficient 

processing, distribution and reporting of donor grants; helping to mitigate the Foundation’s risk in donor 

advised grantmaking by adhering to Canada Revenue Agency requirements; and playing a strong 

ambassadorship role with donors, charities and the community at events and gatherings. 

QUALIFICATIONS:   

 Communications, public relations, non-profit management, or business degree from an 

accredited post-secondary institution required. 

 Minimum seven years’ experience working in donor relations and stewardship, grantmaking, or 

charitable foundation preferred. 

 Highly professional, natural relationship-builder with exceptional diplomacy, listening and 

negotiating skills, and the ability to build trust and elicit confidence.  



 Strong problem-solving and organizational skills, proficiency in working independently and 

taking initiative, resourcefulness, and ability to achieve deadlines. 

 Superior verbal and written communications skills. 

 Understanding of Charities Directorate (Canada Revenue Agency) rules and guidelines relating 

to charitable gifts and donors. 

 Proficient in MS Office essential, and experience with CRM databases such as FIMS or Raiser’s 
Edge an asset. 

 
 
How to Apply 
Interested candidates are invited to email their cover letters and resumes in confidence, including salary 
expectations, by October 31, 2014 to Tracy Maracle, Executive Associate and Human Resources Officer, 
at tmaracle@thecalgaryfoundation.org 
 
The salary for this full-time position is competitive with industry standards.  In addition to salary, a 
comprehensive benefits package and participation in a matching RRSP program is also offered. 
 
For information regarding The Calgary Foundation please visit www.thecalgaryfoundation.org. Thank 
you for your interest. 
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